SURECRETE®

ECO STAIN COLOR CHART

ARBOR GREEN (40)  AUTUMN GOLD (41)  AZTEC GOLD (42)  BEECHNUT (43)
BERMUDA BLUE (44)  BURNT CRIMSON (46)  COOL FOREST (47)  DOMINO (48)
EPIC BLUE (49)  ESPRESSO (50)  FIR GREEN (51)  GREEN OLIVE (53)
HARVEST YELLOW (54)  KAYAK (55)  KODIAK (56)  MAGNET (57)
NAVY BLUE (59)  ORANGE BLOSSOM (61)  OAK (60)  PEWTER (62)
RUBY (63)  SAFARI TAN (64)  SPANISH RED (65)  THAI GREEN (67)
TITANIUM GRAY (68)  WALNUT (69)  WHITE (70)
TERRA COTTA (29)  MIDNIGHT BLUE (58)

NOTE: COLORS ARE BASED ON GREY CONCRETE WITH STAIN APPLIED AT STANDARD STRENGTH, NO ADDITIONAL DILUTION, WITH TWO APPLICATIONS, AND IS SEALED WITH A PENETRATING COLOR ENHANCING SEALER. SURECRETE RECOMMENDS THE USE OF SCR (SUPER CONCRETE RENOVATOR) FOR SURFACE PREPARATION PRECEDING THE APPLICATION OF ECO-STAIN. COLOR SAMPLES ON THIS CHART REPRESENT THE COLOR OF FINISH AS CLOSELY AS POSSIBLE. COLOR VARIATIONS MAY OCCUR DUE TO DIFFERENCES IN CEMENT, AGGREGATES AND METHODS OF APPLICATION.